WHY DIGITAL INMATE MAIL HAS
BECOME VITAL TO PRISONS AND JAILS
CIDNET Mail combines revenue, security, and long term viability to
surpass traditional inmate communication systems.

Learn how the following examples use digital inmate mail to transform their facilities.
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RINGSILVER COUNTY JAIL
Priority: Revenue
For Ringsilver County Jail, the most important thing was the bottom line. Their budgets were
stretched as thin as their staff, and every little bit helped. Their inmate phone system was a great
source of revenue, so naturally they were interested in digital mail.
Ringsilver chose a digital mail system that could do the work for them. Now, they don’t bother
approving or denying individual mail cues unless the A.I. monitoring system alerts them. In turn,
inmates and contacts send more mail cues because the conversations can happen without waiting for
cues to be approved.

COLD MOUNTAIN COUNTY JAIL
Priority: Security
Cold Mountain County Jail had a different problem: Security. Recently, staff caught an inmate teaching
his wife how to smuggle suboxone into the facility. She had learned to dissolve the drug in water so
she could paint it onto the backs of postcards and mail them to her husband.
Cold Mountain needed a way to reduce contraband, so they replaced physical mail with a digital mail
system. Now, it’s impossible for contraband to come through the mail, and staff diligently review
every mail cue. Sometimes staff even forward the cues to prosecutors as evidence.

MAYBERRY COUNTY JAIL
Priority: Longterm Viability
Mayberry County Jail didn’t have revenue or security problems. Their facility was a little older, but had
held up pretty well considering its age. Mayberry was ready to upgrade, and they wanted a balanced,
future-proof solution.
They chose a solution that could do it all: digital mail, picture mail, A.I. monitoring and notifications for
staff. And they were smart about their upgrade process, too. They chose a vendor with a proven track
record for support and updates.

LET’S HAVE A CONVERSATION
Speak With a Representative
Want to discuss what you’ve read? We want to talk to you. Our solutions
advisors are standing by, ready to take your call or answer your email. However
you want to get in touch, we’ll be ready for you.
888-231-3393 EXT: 1
sales@encartele.net

GET MORE INFORMATION
Download Our Catalog
Are you ready to learn more about the technology featured in this whitepaper?
Visit this URL to download a copy of our catalog. It’s a great read, and you’ll
learn everything you want to know:
https://cidnet.net/cidnet-product-catalog/

Make a difference from within the criminal justice system.
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